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ABSTRACT
There has been an increased interest in using technology to relay information over the past 20 years. This interest has been reflected in the way the internet has expanded to incorporate nearly-uncountable numbers of blogs, streaming videos, and discussion forums. Recent research has shown that younger generations of students prefer internet-based platforms such as these to communicate and learn, as they are congruent with a visual style of learning. The present study seeks to fuse the predominantly reflective and intuitive methods found in a traditional lecture with the more visual and active modes of learning to provide a larger range of learning opportunities. Specifically, the authors seek to create educational videos in the technical area of mechanics that are appealing to students, and useful in their studies. These videos encompass experimental activities and mathematical analyses associated with core mechanics topics. The videos provide necessary background information and a brief overview of the experiment, and then proceed with a demonstration and subsequent analysis. This format allows the students to fully grasp the topic of interest, and in many cases ties it to a real-life example. The authors believe that ultimately these videos will enhance student understanding by appealing to a variety of learning styles, and ultimately have a marked impact on pertinent student success metrics.
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